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The General Economic Situation
We may register three important economic events for
july 1922:
1. The American co:.l and railroad strikes,
2. The catastrophic fall of the German mark,
3. The results of this· year's crops.
The American strikes had a depressing effect on the
~eneral economic situation, becau·se they hindered the further
Improovement of the economic situation in the States. The fall
of the mark and the resultant fall of most of the neighboring
valutas, together with the crop which is generally poor in
Europe, though satisfactory in other countries, will further
throw the· balance of economic power against Europe.

American Strikes and their Economic Effects on th~ Rest
of the World
The ~evelopment of the American coal crisis was a blow
the hopes of the capitalists. At the beginning of the strike
tt was calculated that the coal.on hand and the operation of the
110n-union mines would suffice to force the striking mmers into
submission before the American. industry would feel any too
seriously the effect of the strike. These hopes were shattered;
the coa! productio~ during the strike period fell far below
expectatiOns. The figures of the Federal Reserve Bulletin show
that the anthnlcite production during the strike was less than
7f% of the normal output, and that cf the soft coal under
50~ of normal. The expected,· voluntary, individual return of the
sfnke~s to the mmes has not yet taken place after four months
of struggle.
~o

In round numbers the coal production of the Uniled
States is as follows:
in million tons
. in iUarch
during the strike
Anthracite coal
8.8
Soft coal
. . 50
about 20. p~r month
Total 58.8
Even if the March figures are above th~ normal, due
to the preparations for the expected strike, the fall in production
is nevertheless 35 millim'l tons per month.
The effects of the strike on the economic life of the United
States are now l::eing fully felt. In June already, in spite ·of
good business conidtions, the production of steel and iron had
fallen below that of May, and the number of unfilled orders
of the steel trust increased considerably. During July a great
many blast furnaces were shut down; the data for tbe July
production have not yet been received here. The price of coal
is rising rapidly; the shortage has become so great that the
Government as been forced to appoint Mr. , Hoover as coal
dictator to regulate the distribution of coal and prevent
profiteering.
_:_This situation has been rendered more actite by the railroad strike which made the practical distribution of coal much
' ·
more d!fficult.

Economic Situation.
While the coal and railroad strikes have dealt a serious
blow to the economic life of America, they have been a godsend
to the Westem European countries. The Americans were forced
to make large coal purchases in England. They did this so
skillfully and so secretly at first, that, as an English trade
journal remarks, they were able to purchase 7CO,OOO tons at fhe
old low prices before the English reaiized it. But all purchases
since then have been quite open. The result has been a decided
improvement of the English coal b.tsiness and a rise in price
of English coal, especially since many countries which depend
upon the United States for their coal, such as Canada and the
South American States, were forcd to purchase English coal.
Germany too, is dependent upon English coal. The result is a
prosperous state of business for the English coal industry. For
France the result has been to diminish the danger of English
competition in that field. The shipments of coal to America
have also improved conditions in the shipping industry.
Although the English coal shipments are entirely insuf;licient to cover the fall of the American production (the total
coal production ot England covers only about we half the
shortage in the United States), these shipments, which accord;.
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i~g to the Economist of August 5th, 1922, reached 1,250,0CO tons,

nevertheless weakened the position of the American strikers. ·
International solidarity demanded oi the English miners, longshoremen and seamen that tbey refuse to produce, load or ship
strike-breakJiJ.g ·coal.
The South Wales miners actually
proposed this.
This draws our attention to the South Wales miners. After
the last coal strike which was lost due to the betrayal of the
leaders, wages nowhere fell so low as in South Wales. Accord.
ing to the figures of Frank Hodges, Secretary of the Miner's
Un:on, figures which the capitalist press, The Economist of
August 5th, for instance, does not deny, the wages of the miners
in that district are only 20% above those of pre-war times,
whereas. the cost of living has gone up 80%; this means that the
present living standard of these workers is much below the
pre-war standard.
.
It should be noted that it was these same South Wales
miners who voted for adhesion , to the Red International of
. Labor Unions at the last Miner's Congress in England. The
union· bureaucracy refused to recognize this international solidarity of the workers.
The International Congress of the miners' leaders in Frankfot:t rejected the proposal to cease blackleg work, and granted the
American strikers the charitable sum of £10/)00 which amounts to
40,000 dollars or 6 cents per head for each of the 600/)00 striking
miners ...•
The coal strike seems to have ended recently with the
victory of the workers. News are contradictory. But in whichever way the strike ends, the fact remains, that it has retarded
the economic developement in the only economic section of the
world where in improvement could be noted during the first
six months of this year.

The Catastrophe of the German Mark.
The second important economic event of July was the
catastrophic fall of the mark. While at the end of june the mark
was still quoted at 0.27 in New York, it fell to 0.12-0.13 towards
the -end of July. In the middle of August the quotation was
O.<JS-0.09. In London the pound stood at 1,50 marks on July 1st,
328D marks on August 4th, and at 5000 in the middle of August,
while the dollar, worth on the average 300 marks, rose to over
S(YJ in July, and stood at 1300 on August 18th.
The depreciation of the mark has effected nearly all other
continental currencies

London quoted for one pound stirling:
__ ]u11_e__l~~ _ J_ulv__ !_~t--~'!g._l st
52.55
54.15
48.8
Paris
85.37
94.96.Rome
48,500 . 82,COO.-- 220,000.Vienna
17,500.- 20,750.28,500.Warsaw
600.660.725.Sofia
310.340.335.Belgrade

~~g.

15_t_!J__ _
5_5.93
98.248,000.'-32,000.750.365.-

Of the Eastern European countries, only Czecho-Slovakia
and Roumania showed a rise of currency; Roumania because
of the good crop and the prospect of a large· export of grain.
·
Various reasons, often contradiciory, are given for the
depreciation of the mark. The German eoonomists and ,politicians
see Jhe reparations as the only, or at least the salient cause; the
French accuse the German industrials and the German Government of a conspiracy and of willful depreciation of the mark
with a view of obtaining a moratorium and the revision of the
Treaty of Versailles. It· is therefore no easy task to determine
the real cause of the falL But a few f.<tcts seem to us certain:
The chief cause of the const? ,t ,endency to .depreciation
is not the gold reparation paymer.ts, which have been comparatively small up to the present. lt seems to us that the drop
of the mark which took place with every payment in gold was
not so much caused as rather precipitated by the payments. One
fact supports our contention: the mark, ,after each great drop
as the time for payment came, always became firmer once the paymeat had been made~ The true cause of the fall of the mark,
in our opinion, lies in the fact that the actual wealth of Oermanv
is continually decreasing. The causes of this decrease are a-s
follows:
. .
Firstly, the production per head is much smaller in
Germany now than before the war, This is due to the undernourishement of the proletariat, and the deterioration of the
German productive apparatus. Kuczynski writes:
"The wages here constitute such a small portion of the
selling price that a substitution of huJTian power by labor-saving
devices would be irrational in most cases; no special importance
is attributed to the number of workers employed.
(Politico-financial Correspondence No. 26.)
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Secondly, to a large extent no actual substitute rclurns t9
the country in exchange for goods sold, outside of foreign bank.
notes which the Germans are continually buying for fear of a
further depreciation of the mark. That is to say, Germany is con•
tinually giving credits in goods to the rich countries with a high
currency.
Thirdly, a considerable part of the export proceeds is invested by the Grrrnan capitalists in foreign countries where they
·feel them safer than at home. Together with this we may mention
the constant flux of capital out of the country. The profits from
the sale of mark notes in foreign co·untries is insufficient to
counterbalance the impoverishement.
This constant pauperiza.tion of Germany must necessarily
result in the fall of.the buying power of its money. All accom.
panying phenomena, which are· oiten given as causes, are the
direct results of this impoverishement; for instance, the adverse
trade balance, the gigantic deficit of the state, the constant increase of the paper mo,Iey in circulation, etc. When such a
country, constantly growing poorer, is further burdened with reparation payments,-that is to say, is forced to give up several
billion gold marks a year without any returns, it is natural that
the depreciation of the money should proceed at a catastrophic
rate.
Some facts seem to disprove our theory; the rapid recovery
of the German merchant fleet and the growth of a few industries
for instance. But we believ~ these to be simply exceptions to the
general condition. Other apparent contradictions of our theory
do not hold water. For instance, if it is pointed. out that the deposits in the savings banks have grown from 46 billion marks in
the first half of 1922 to 53 billions, this is no actual contradiction,
for the purchasing power of the saved sums was at least three
times as great in the beginning of the year than now. We thus
see no real saving, but an actual impoverishment.
It is an interesting fact that in Germany, just as in Russia,
_in spite of the continual emission of paper, the value of the paper
money in circulation, in terms of some international unit, is
growing smaller and smalier.
The Manchester Guardian C9mmercial gives the following
ing interesting figures:
Paper money.
Rate of
Value of the paper
in circulation
exchange money in circulation
in billion pounds
in billion marks of sterling
End of 1918
32.8
40
820
End of 1919
49.8
180
270
End of 1920
81.250
320
122.2
775 '
158
End of 1921
January i922
128.6
860
134
February
128.2
975
131
March
139.6
1,425
98
April
149.8
1,250
120
May
161.6
1.250
129
178.1,600
110
June
190.2,500
76
July
We see then, that the gr~ater the issue of banknotes the
lesser the value of the paper money in circulation, and the less
real value can the German Government obtain for the monev it
puts into circulation.
'
The "tightness" of money is an accompanying phenomenon
and has resulted in raising the bank rates of interest from 5 io
6 %. Money shortage is an ambiguous term. It may mean the
shortage of capital goods. This scarcity of real wealth manifests
itself in a capitalist country by a scarcity of money, and leads to
an increase in prices, that is, to~money tightness and high interest
rates. But a money shortage may also come about because the
rise in prices proceeds faster than the issue of new notes. In this
case the tightness is a lack of money in circulation. At the present
time both cases seem to be true for Germany. We should not
deduce any better business conditions from the increased rates
of interest.
'
The fall of the mark has affected not only the neighboring,
weak-founded countries of Germany but has been felt also in
countries with high exchange. In the United States the fall of
the mark has brought about a fall in grain prices: the market
already discounted the future, lower buying power of Germany.
We shall speak of the effect of the mark's fall on the world's
economy in the following sections.

The World Crops.
We have now a final report of the crops in most countries
of the-northern hemisphere. In America, Canada as well as
U.S.A., the crops have been much better than expected. The
wheat crop of the United States is the sixth best, and the
corn crop the seventh best ever realized. But the European
crops are below those of last year. This is especially the case
in Germany, France and Hungary. We give further figures
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:for the individual countries. Since the grain pr?vi~on is low,
a scarcity of food stuffs on a world scale, especially of wheat,
rna y be expected.
This will further increase the gap between Conti!Jental
Europe and the overproduction countnes. The consumphon ?f
wheat which fell from 2 billion bushels before the war, to 1.2 btllion bushels in 1917 and then rose to 1.85 in 1921, is expected
to fall again this year. The standard of living of t~e continental
proletaril}t will grow worse, the trade balance Will leal!- so~e
m<ire to America's advantage, and the European currencies wdl
experienc~ a furt~er ~rop in respe<;t to the dollar.
.
This situatiOn mcreases the importance of Russia's return
as a supplier of grains and other fo.od stuffs. for ~urope. ~he
strictly conservahve Professor Hoetzsch wntes m the. W!rtschaftszeitunf{ of August 4th, 1922: "Western capitalism
cannot do without this greatest raw material centre in the
world for any length of time." This explains the attitude of ~he
various imperialist powers towards . Russi; the foreign policy
of the, United States, strongly influenced by . agricultural
interests is ·more antagonistic to Soviet Russia, t_han that of
the European nations. France, who under normal circumstances
can feed herself is Russia's greatest enemy.

The Failure of the Economic Policy.
The absolute failure of nll politico-economic measu~ of the
past months supports our cl~.im 'ihat capitaiism is totaliy impotent
to deal with the present crisis of the capitalist syslem. We
have seen that not only is world capital incap_able of carrying
out. any economic measures on a world scale, but that the
various groups of capita lists of the various conn tries, F ranee,
England, and the United States, have such opposite interests,
that the governments of the countries cannot pursue a consis·
tent economic policy.
This is evident in England from the contradictory criticisms
of the Balfour Note,-to which we shall return later. A
comical exathole was the ques'ion of the glove tax in England.
The question' on hand was rather insignificant; should the
cotton gloves imported from Germany be taxed 33% or not.
The interests of the English O'love and cotton industries were
so sharply opposed that the Government dared not take sides
pro or con, and the question was lef! tt? the Government Party.
The tax was voted by a large ma1onty. The -same may be
observed in the U.S.A. where no unified economic policy has
been reached, and the question remains whether the United
States should mix in European affairs or not. One of· the
results of this indecision is that the new American tariff has
been debated for months, each point accepted or rejected according to the presence of a majority influence by one capitalist
group Qr another. ,
Three main international politico-economic events may
- be no:ed during the period of our report:
1. The Hague Conference.
2. The Balfour Note.
3. The London Conference.

The Hague Con!erence.
If we review today the documents of the Hague Conference
as published without any journalistic SU!Jplement, as in
L'Europe Nouvelle of July 28th, we get the following general
picture:
The representatives of the capitalist countries who met
in the Hague to negotiate with Russia were resolved not to
grant any of the conditions set up by Russia, namely, the
granting of state leans, And since Russia saw no reason why
it should agree to the demands .of the capitalist powers,
(recognition of pre-war debts and return of confiscated property
to foreigners, or a corresponding indeminification), without the
certainly of compensation in the form of a loan, a successful
end was not to be expected. It is not only that the representatives
of the capitalist powers would not grant 'any credits to Russia,
but they could not do it. At any rate they could not grant any
credits equivalent to the Russian sacrifices, however low we
might set them. The only country capable of financing a foreign
loan, the United States, had taken no official part in the
Conference.
We must further remark here that America no :longer
seems willing to grant any credits to European countries,. or to
engineer any financial busmess in non-American countries. The
Federal Reserve Bulletin of July 22nd, 1922, declares that the
Ametican banks have reduced their foreign operations,· closed
down some of their foreign br1\llches, and are more and more
wrthdrawing from fore~n business on account of the attendant
high losses due to foreign currency depreciation.
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France was 'entirely out of the question. Of her recently
invested capital, 2.4%'went to foreign countries in 1919, 0.22%
in 1920 and 0.33% in 1921. The percentage of new Englsh
investments in foreign countries is still very low; th_e English
prefer to invest their money at home or in the colomes. Only
the smaller European nations. could be taken into consideration
for a Russian loan, but they could never meet he needs of
Russia, even with the best of will.
These are the objectictive facts. To this we must add the
subjective factors. The public opinion of Western Europe, that
is, the opinion of the Western European capitalists is decidedly,
against the granting of credits to Soviet Russia. No European
government could venture to give Russia a government loan,
nor could it ever expect a Parliament majority on the question.
The hopeless state of France's finances is well known. England
has been able to balance its budget, but at cost of an immense
burden upon the tax-payers. Germany i~ naturally o~t of the
question. And the chances of procurmg a Russtan loan
on the open market at the present time are practically nill. There
is no possihility' in Germany and France. The fate of all
attempts ot capitalist nations with)ow currencies to procure
loans in England show that no Russtan loan could be. managed
in England even at usurious rates of interest. Hence there was
not even the basis for an understanding at the Hague.
No conference was necessary to determine this. The
Hague Conference was nevertheless held, firstly for political
reasons; one did not want to acknowledge .the fiasco of Genoa.
Secondly, the various groups whose PQSSessions in Russia had
been confiscated, wished to use tpe conferen~e as a means. of
learning privately the chances for a resumptiOn of trade wtth
Russia.
. .
.
.
· Since it was known that success was. objechvely Impossible,
tne Confereme was planned in a ~ay .to make ~uccess i~P?ssible
in all cases. While .it .was certam that Russia was Willing to
grant ·ron cessions only on condition that it .~ere to receive c~edHs,
the negotiations v;:ere conducted by three. mdpendent co!llmittees:
committee on pnvate property, c_ommtttee, on public ~ebts,
committee on credits. The resolutions of the three committees
moved in a circle.
The First Commission declared that Russia was opposed
on principle to any return· of confiscated property, and would
offer no guarantees that the confiscated property would !Je
returned to its original owners on a generally acceptable basts,
as lease or concess:on. It declared further, that any obligations
assumed by Russia to pay compensation, for the confisca~ed
property had no value so long as the Soviets refused to recogmze
the debts of former governments. Finally, Soviet Russia was
reproached that only a small part of the coniiscated property was
found on the list of .concessions to be let out to their former
owners:
,
.
The Second Commission, that on public debts, repeated 111
general the objections of the first. All the proposals of the
Russian delegation were rejected.
" We demand, first of all,. the recog~ition of the debts as
well as the restoration of private property m the _form. of return
or efective compensation ... ·: Out demands ~n thts respect
are dictated not only by t~e wish. to protect the mterests of ~he
foreigners, guaranteed by mternatwnal law, but by the necessity
to prove, in the interest of th~ credit o~ all other. states, tha~ _the
validity of a government's signature 1s uot subject t? pohbcal
chang~s." (From the resolution of the Second Commtsston.)
The Credit Commiltte insists in its resolution that there
could be no question of direct governmental credit, but of lending
help to private capitaL $eeking credits. A~ a prerquisite to
any such private loans, the private property of foreigners would
have to be returned and guaranteed.
·
" The declarations of the Russian delegation at the meeting
of the Committees .for Private Property and Credit make any
further discussion in the Credit Committee totally unnecessary.
The declaration of Litvinov and Krassin before the committee for
private property have compelled the Committee to interrupt its
work."
A reading of the documents convinces us that the impossibility for any agreement came from a conflict between the
Communist and the Capitalist economic ·and legal systems. The
conditions wliich were put to Russia at the . Hague Conference
may be expressed as follows: Restore capitalism all along the
line, return the confiscated property to its former owne~s,
recognize all debts and obligations dating back to the Czanst
regime, give us .sufficient guarantees for the fulfillment of these
promisses in the future; we will then be ready, not to grant
credits to the Russian Government, but to resume the exploitation
of the Russian proletariat, under the same conditions as those
existing in conquered colonies.
This is the impression we gather from the documents
which represent lhe general view of Western European capitalism.
The Hague also witnessed side-conflicts and separate negotiations
of certain groups of interests seeking concessions in Russia.

1
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The failure of these individual attempts at resumption of bus:ness
was due to the same antagonism among capitalist countries and
among influential industrial groups (like the pecroleum interests;
within ihe countries, which prevented any consistent economic
f'C..>iicy.

TlJe Reparations Problem and the Balfoui Note.
\'?hile the Hague Conference was still in session, Germany oiiicially notified the Reparations Commission that it could
not me~t the coming ~eparation payments, and requested a
moratonum. The ensumg breakdown of the mark gave the
necEssary proof that lhe German Government was really unable
to rn_':,ke any payment, however red':lced, to say nothing of those
prov1aed by the London Agreement<m May 1921. The reparations
probh:m was th.en a~ai1_1 brought to the fore, iJ.I all i_ts _magnitude,
and the· conflict of mterests among the •1mpenahst powers
concentrated around this point.
The regulation of the inter-allied debts had long been
brought forth as a solution of. the reparations problem. A
movement was set on foot in England to help France in her
financial straits by remitting her bedts to England, if France
would in tu_rn a~r~e t~? a reduction of the German reparations.
. Pubhc. opm10~ 111 England, however, v:as far. ;from being
umted on th1s questwn. The most powerful mdustnal group in
England, the Federation of British Industries, expressed itself
decidedly against any one-sided remission of war debts on the
part of England. So did the influential Society for Free Trade.
The Balfour Note of Apgust 1st 1922, represents this
divergence of opinion. In the note was staded that there was due
to England:
from Germany
1450 million pounds
from Russia
650
"
from the Allies
1300
"
agains, which England's debt to the United States amounted to
no more than 850 million pounds, plus the interest since 1919.
The uot~ goes_ on to say that England is ready to give up that
part of 1ls cla1ms aboye her debts to the United States· further
more that the United States had borrowed the sums which were
used to finance the _other Allies, upon the credit of England.
. . T~e note received a very cold reception in America. Public
opmwn m the States sharply remonstrated against the scarcely
concealed pressure contained in .the Balfour Note. The Americans
de_dared that. there w!ls a~olutely no basis for drawing them .into
th1s concellat10n affair, smce they stood only as creditors to the
Al~ies, with absoiutely. no debts to any of them. They further
pomt out that they had born the whole financial cost of the war
for. which they demanded no compensation from the defeated
natwns. T. Crosby;. former Secretary of the U.S. Treasury,
declared that England had used the American loans to strengthen
her corr.mercial position at the expense of the United States
(Nation August 12th.).
The opinion in England was divided. While the Liberals
are in favo"r of a total remission of the Allied debts irrespective
of a~y. action the !;Jnited States might take with regard to the
Engl1sn debt; wlme the pro-French, conservative press (the
extreme Right) favored this same policy and .denounced the
Balfour Note, the decided majority of English capitalists the
heavy industrials, seem to approve of it fully. Lloyd Geo~ge's
speech in which he defended the Note in the interests of the
English tax-payers, found general approval.
.
In France, opinion was also divided. ·The Temps reckoned
first that England's debt was 17% of her crediis. The Balfour
Note, then, should be considered as expressing England's willing__
ness to reduce France's debt 17%.
,
!his does not seem to us the meaning .of the Balfour Note.
!here. 1s no queshon there of a precentage reduction of the claims
HI _ratio t_o the debts, but of England's desire to collect that portion
of Its clanns necessary to meet her debt to America. This is the true
sense of the B~lfour Note, and indicates that England intends
to pre~s her clam!s on F~ance. For just a~ England is the only
solvenc debtor of Amenca, France remams the most solvent
debto_r of England, ~ertainly '!lore so than either Germany or
Russm. . The true mterpretahon of the Note then, is that a
demand IS made upon France,-and partly on the poorer Italy
-for £850,000,000.
. . It is quite conceivable that the English statesmen were
convmce_d that the Note. would not bring any payment from
Franc~ _m the near ~uture. The ~ole constitutes then, primarily
!1. J?Ohhcal J?ressure
The English are naturally very little
u~clined to !mance the French armaments (which are largely
directed agamst England) by the remission of the French debt.
Thus the United States exerts pressure upon England,
Englan~. upon France, France upon Germany. We see here
i?e pohilcal and e~onomic differences between France and Engkud on the ~ne Side, apd England and the United States on
the other, wh1ch cause the repa.ittions crisis.
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The ,London Conference aad the Franco-German ConUict.
. . The course and failure of the London Conference furnished
defmite. proof that the. bourgeoisie i~ incapable of solving the
economic problems which confront It. We assume from our
readers a newspaper knowledge of the course of the Conference
and proceed therefore to bring out the nature of this Conference:
These are the 'basic facts: the past year had proved that
Germany could never meet the payments imposed upon, her by
!he London plan (May 1921) which foresaw the amortization and
mterest payment of 50 bi!Iion gold mark bonds, (Series A and B).
Interest payment on !he 82, billions of Series C bonds, could
no longer ~ brought ,mto question. The allies agreed to reduce
the reparahon obhgatwns of Germany to 20 billion gold marks.
The past few months have. shown that Germany cannot
pay even this reduced amount without a resultant total collapse
.
of the mark.
. The Bankers' Conference proved further that no international loan would be gr~ted G~rmany wiJhoud a radical
chan.ge of the whole reparations pohcy . and a considerable reduction of Germany's obligations. This 'means at the same time
that France cannot expect in the near futur~ any sum worth
speaking' of.
The purpose of the London Conference was to reconcile
th~ interests of England, France and Germany. It only proved
th1s task to be beyond the Entente. The obstinacy of Poincare
broke up the Conference.
It seems· however,- that two tendencies may be noticed
in the French. policy, between which it is constantly oscillating.
On the one szde we note tQ.e program -uf the French heavy industry. It demands the occupation oi the left .shore of the Rhine
~nd of tlie Ruhr basin to secure the supremacy of French heaVy
mdustry by a union of Lotharingian iron ore and Ruhr coaf:
the ~eparation of the occupied territory from Germany by th~
erection of a CUS:f?ms wa_ll; t!Je economi~ subjugation of Germany
by means of m1htary sanchons. Its fmal purpose is to break
up Germany's national unity and to degrade Germany to a
depend~nt colony. The development of the water power and of
!Jle Rhme_ canals,, the s~tag:e of ret?ar~tio~s in kind, etc., are
m accordance with th1s policy. Tins IS lfs Napoleonic program_:-France shall bt;come the gr.eatest industrial power on the
Contment; Germany ts to be destroyed as an independent
economic factor.
. The t:esult o~ this policy would be that Germany would
rece1ve no mternahonal loan, and France no mentionable reparation ·payments. France's financial situation would grow
worse, and the franc_ would suffer. The heavy industry is not
wholly adverse to th1s; a low rate of exchange means cheaper
labor by a reduction of the real wage of the worker and thereby
'
,
·
an advantage on the world market.
The second tendency, that of state bond holders, the bureaucracy and the peasantry, is primarily concerned with the condition of the government's finances. This section of. the population
realizes th.at the stabilization and improvem~t of the currency,
the ~eduction of govern~~ntal, espt;C!ally tmhtary expenses, are
possible only by a conc1hatory pohcy towards Germany, since
this is the condition of any international loan, and therefore of
any considerable reparation payments. A section of the French
export industry is also interested in the restoration of Central
~uroP_e as a mar~et. This tendency has been growing strong
m sp1te of the mtlammatory propaganda of the chauvinistic
press.
In July, it still apeared as if Poincare would adopt this
second policy, in spite of his brandishing of swords. His
emphasis of the necessity of reparations in kmd and the attempt
to use German workers for reconstruction work in France tended
in that direction. It is also known that Poincare had prepared
ff plan for the peaceful settlement of. the reparations question
m London. The plan never saw the hght. We gather what it
was from reports in the pro-French English conservative press.
England would give up her claims on France (with the assumption that America would follow England's example) and renounce
all reparation payments. France, on her part, would reduce
a corresponding s!lm in bonds from her reparation demands,
and mod1fy her policy towards Germany to make an international
loan possible.
The Balfour Note worked havoc upon this tendency. Overnight, Poincare returned to the program of the French heavy
industry. ,
/
·
The brutal procedure against Germany in the question
of liquidation payments (Germany declared herself unable· to
meet the monthly payment of 2 million pounds resulling from the
liquidation of private German and Entente debts from before the
war); the ultimatum advancing the payment of the instalment
due on the 15th of August to the 5th; the deportation of Germany
out of Alsace; the toa] modifjcaio1:1 of the London program; the
France refused
demandI for prodtutive. securities .without Which
- •
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any moratorium;-these are some of the steps resulting from
the adoption of the policy of French heavy industry.
Let us further examine what the anullment of the interallied debt, the'refusal of which gave France its reason to break
up the London Confefence, would mean to the various countries.
·At the present rate of echange France owes England
£557,0CO,OOO which, at 55 franc~=3(}.6 billion francs; to America
3,351 million dollars, or, at 12 francs=40.2 billion francs. In
gold francs this is about 40 billions.
If we consider that France's total debt is 300 billion francs,
the anullment of her debt to England would improve France's
financial situation by 10%; the annullment of both English and
American debts,-by 25%. We see then, the great importance
of this question to France.
But on the other hand, we must realize that this annullment
would have no effect on the desperate immediate condition of the
French budget, in which no provisions are made for an
amortization of the war debt, or a payment of interest. Neither
can we see how France can be forced to make any payments
without bringing about an Anglo-French war. France, then,
would obtain practically nothing from the annullment of her debt
in the immediate future, although the effect of this action would
be very benefical in the long run.
· . . What does France offer in return? As J(eynes and other
Ep.glishmen truly remark,-nothing of any value. It will annul
Belgium's debt of 3 billion franc:s, which it cannot collect any
way, and reduce the German reparation bonds (Series C), by
an amount corresponding to her own annulled. debt. That is no
actual sacrifice, for there is no intelligent man in the world who
does not know that the 82 billion gold marks of reparations
represented by the C-bonds will never be redeemed by Germany.
France thus renounces perfectly valueless notes.
· But if England's renunciation to aJ1y reparation payments
were included in the agreement, as the French desire, France's
share would be considerably increased1 and she would obtain
more money from the reduced reparation payments than from
those formerly agreed upon.
From a financial st1indpoint, England could easily bear the
annullment of France's debt. The 5%, let us say, interest
payment and amortization of the French debt, which would bring
m about £28,000,000 a year, have no significance in the
£1,000,000,000 English budget,-a small 3%. It seems then
that it is political, not financial, grounds which moved England
to retain her claims upon France as a means of possible pressure.
English capital, although it needs pressingly the restoration
of the European market, is afraid of the economic strengthening
Of Germany, It fears a possible economic agreement between
french and German capital, in case of a peaceful solution of
the reparations problellk Lloyd George's speech in Parliament
.on the 3rd of August, is characteristic of this tendency.
It is English capital fearing the future competition of
Germany that spoke through the mouth of Lloyd George. In
England too, we see .two antagonistic economic policies; English
capital also seems to be unable to conduct a consistent politicoeconomic policy.
•
It is hard to gave an objective picture of the course of the
Conference. The negotations were conducted in secrecy, and no
official report was published. From the contradictory reports
of the French, Enghsh, and German press we gather the following:- ·
.
.
'
Poincare brought forth the program of the Freitch heavy
industry: Germany was creating an apparent bal).kruptcy to escape the payment of reparations. A moratorium, even shorttermed, should, therefore, not be granted except against prod~
tive securities. Le Temp~, August 12 th).
Poincare designated these securities as follows:
1. Inter-Allied control of the import and export duties in
the occupied territory. ·
2. Exploitation and eventual purchase of the governmental
forests and coal mines in the Ruhr.
·
3. A 60% participation in the dye indus'lry on the left
bank of the Rhine.
4. Erection of a customs frontier on the Rhine; collection
of the customs for the Allies, and collection of export
duties in the Ruhr.
5. Seizure of 26% of the proceeds of German exports; confiscation 'of th~ customs incolJle; control of the
Federal Bank, etc.
Poincares demands were referred to a committee of experts which rejected every point but the last. It is interesting to
read the division of votes, and its basis, ·as the Temps of
August 12th, reports it:
Point 1. Rejected because the expected income tlierefrom
was judged too small; ·
·
·
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·..
Point 2. France .and, Belgium for the exploitation of the
mines by the Allies; Italy aitl,f Japan demand tllat the question be
!'eferrt;<I to the Reparati~ns .Commi$sion; England votes against
It. Seizure of the forests reJected. · ·
Point 3. Rejected by all experts, except the French.
Point 4. ReJected by all experts, except the French, on the.
ground that the customs of the Western boundaries of Germany
constitute an ·integral part of Germany's customs income which
should not be treated separately; that the erection of a customs
line between the occupied territory and the rest of Germany would
cause serious trouble in German business; similarly, a customs
wall in the Ruhr would have the same consequences.
Point 5. Recognized as possible, but the French demand
to create a machinery for direct collection is rejected. So were
the other demands of the Frencb.
Of course, we do not know how true this representation
of Le Temps is *, but it shows clearly what the French wanted:
Separation of the left shore of the Rhine and of the Ruhr
Valley from Germany; appropriation of the coal mines, etc.,-to
be accomplished by French, troops, and for the benefit of the
chief debtor, France. In a word, the program of French heavy
industry. ·
· The decision was naturally not reached at the meetings
of the experts, but at the private sessions of the Prime Ministers.
We may state definitely that Lloyd Qeorge oppcs:>d the
occupation of the Ruhr by Franc.e. The negotiations horc no
results; Poincare went home, threat€!1ing. The question of
granting a moratorium and the conditions for the moratorium
were left to the Reparations Comm'ission. We refrain 'from any
speculations as to the future of this matter. It is a fact that
today (August 17th), no dicision has been reached yet as to
whether Germany tnust pay the sums due on the 15th of AucYust,
- 50 million gold marks as reparation payments an.d 40 milliolis
as liquidations. Up to now Germany has paid only 5 million gold
marks as liquidations.
~
Capital shows itself undecided, torn up by contrac:icL·.'71S,
incapable of adopting any economic policy. The. Entente still
exists. · But Parliament has recently voted £10U,CUO h· the
study of defense against poison gas attacks, and £2,tJU0,CCO lor
.the construction of 500 new baitle planes. And wt.m M.. P.
Wedgewood asked Lloyd Grorge ·whether thes~ W(re requir:d
with the large armaments of France, Lioyd George answered:
"Our measures take all cirntmstances into cansidemtion ··.

The Economic SHuation in the
Countries.

Cit.~ef

Germany.
Germany's economi'c life stands under ihe influence of ih~
mark's break-down. All phenowena which always accompany
depreciation have assmntd more acute forms due to the more
rapid depreciation.
·
·
·
·
The fall of the mark is shown by the foil owing~ table,'
taking the dollar as the standard of value.
·
End of July 1918 .
5.99
17.12
End of'July 1919 •
42.50
End of July 1920 •
80.62
End of July 1921
186.January 1922 . •
273.rune 1st 1922 • •
)uly 1 st 1922 . •
399.August 1 s{ 1922 . ·
643.August 15th 1922 , ,
1,038.1,250.August 18th 1922
*) The official declarations which closed the Conference
throw some light upon its course (see Le Temps of Augus.t 16th).
According to the English declaration, Lloyd George had made
the following proposal:
. .
.
l. Adjournment of. the negotiations till the end of the year.
2. The question of granting a moratorium to be left to the
Reparations Commission,
3. Those guarantees demanded by the Guarantee Commission, and accpetted ·by Oermany,-autonomy of the Fe4eral
Bank, · supervision of the budget, customs, and levy of taxes,
measurs ag.ainst the escape of capital, etc., io be applied
once.
!
4. England agrees to make no demand of either interest or
capital from her debtor until the meeting of the next conference,
at the end of the year.
·
Lloyd George's proposal received the support of all the
Allied representatitives except Poincare who objected to a moratorium not containing the provision for productive securities, i. e.
·
the occupation of the Ruhr.
The Conference came to an end without official adjournment, with the understanding that no understanding had been
reached •••

at
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The fall of the mark between the beginning of July and
the middle of August surpasses any previous depreciation.
The deprecration of. the paper mark during the last m~mths
has been going on so raptd1y that, as we have alre~dy l!lentw~ed
in the introduction, the total amount of money m ctrculatwn
reckoned in gold marks is shrink~g. steadily in spite of the continuous issue of more and more btlhons of paper notes. In the
Berliner Tageblatt of August 6th, Kurt A. Hermann calculates
the gold value of all paper m~?ney in ci~culati~n, federal ba!lknotes and treasury notes, not m companson wtth some foreign
curr~ncy but with the index of wholesale prices. He calculated
that the 'value of all the money in circulation was 6,025 million
gold marks in July 1921, and only about 2,100 million in July
1922. These figures well illustrate the decay of the German
economic household.
We come to the same conclusion when we examine the
series of new emitted indusiii;Pl capital. The emission of stockshares, preferred stocks and mdustrial bonds was as follows:
First half year 1921 • • . 11.4 billion marks
First half year 1922 . . . 18.3 billion marks.
We readily see that the 11.4 billion marks of 1921, when
a paper mark was worth 5 to/10 pfennigs, are about four times
the 18.3 billions of 1922, wheu the paper mark had fallen to
2 gold , pfennig. The depreciation of the mark raises prices,
swells all turnovers into the fabulous, produces the appearance
of economic prosperity, when in reality, production is making no
progress whatever.
.
.
These figures have of course beeu overtaken as th1s report
goes to press. We also see how the misleading estimate of the
official subsistence index shows this index to have risen less
than that of wholesale prices. Wholesale prices were driven up
energetically in various branches of industry.
"The price of steel, 9,5GO marks on April 1st and
i 9,470 on August 1 st, has been more than doubled,
although the dollar did not rise to twice its value during
this same period. If we compare the present steel
prices with the pre-war prices, we find that they have·
risen 194 times, while the dollar, during the same period,
had risen only 154 times. Steel, then, has risen quicker
than the dollar (Berliner Tageblatt of August 1st, 1922).
The German steel trust has given notice that prices were
subject to change from week to week, dependin..,. upon the
depreciation of the mark. The capitalists know how to take advantage of the fall of the mark.
. Another result of the depreciation is that the direct taxes
~re ridiculously diminished hereby before they are paid. For
mstance, take the-case of the "ForcedLoafi ". This loan was to
take the place of a confiscation of property. It was 1>et originally
at a bilhon gold marks. This was made into 70 billion paper
marks, according the exchange rate of that time. These 70 bil.J:on are not worth 300 million. g:old marks at the present time,
:m d J!lay be worth only 100 m!llio.ns. before the tax is collected,
that IS, one tenth of the value ongmally set. The same thing
happens n, the case of· i.ncome, capital, and inheritance taxes.
While the worker pays bts taxes at the same rate at which he
re(.eJVes his. ~ages, theta~es of the capitalists are always reduce~ ie a ndtculous fra<;twn by a further depreciation of the
mark. If we reject . Poincare's accusation that· Germany's,
t'!.lHKl'upicy 1.; .self-wil~ed, with a definite purpose in view, we
cannot deny ms clatm. that the German · industnals and
landowners pay very loy.' taxes. The capitali§ts know how to
protect themselves against the fall pf the mark. " More and more
the~ mark is being replaced by foeign currency for home trade;
through Swiss, American and English money". (Bergwerks.
zeitung of August lJ), 1922.)
Passing to a narrower conception of the state of business,
we may remark that the German workers are still fully emoloyed.
The number.. of unemployed receiving unemployment relief, has
,gone down m July from 29,000 to 20,000. The workers' trade
'federations report 0.6 unemployed per 100 members, a better
re~ord than for any year before the war. As an explanation of
this fact, we refer again to Kuczynski's opinion that the number
~f employed workers has no signifiance for the cost of productwn, due to the colossal cost of materials and the s~culative
profits. We wish to add that a year ago there were still 314 000
unemployed in Germany.
'
. We have before us reports of the various bureaus of industry m Prussia since the beginning of August. The figures show
a constant decline as compared with July. The crop is worse
than last 'year's, although we must consider that the reports of
the farmers picture the situation as worse than it is, in order to
redu.ce the. quantity of grain to be delivered at fixed prices. The
proftts whtch the farmers have reaped from the crists and from
the fall of the mark may be seeu from the state of mortgages.
The total amount leut on morgages was:
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in billion marks.
12.05
12.0'
11.7 (without Alsace-Lorraine)

End of 1914
i• " 1917
" " 1918
" ;, 1919
" , 1920
;, " 1921
June30,1922

11.9

12.2
12.5
12.8
• (Frankfurter Zeitung of August 6.).

The nominal increase is then only 7% since 1914. But
since the pre-war amount represents actual gold marks and the
present amount only paper marks, the ttue situation is a decrease
to 1 /2oo of the pre-war figure.
The coal situation in Germany is still very difficult. The
June production was below that of May, with only 9 million tons
of anthracite. Complete data for July have not yet been published,
but we know that the production of the Ruhr basin was 10%
above that in June. All branches of industry are complaining
of a lack of coal. The import of English coal constantly . increases. GermanY. is forced to deliver; according to the latest
regulations, 1.7 million tgns of coal to the Entente, and must then
buy the high priced English coal. The rise in the price of
English coal as a result of the American strike, and the fall
of the mark raise the price of this imported coal to an incredible
number of paper marks. A calculation of the Berliner Tageblatt of July 31st, shows that the coal import from England in
July had cost 6.6 million paper marks. An impossible condition is predicted for the heating of homes. The following
notice pictures the condition of the working class.
" Large quantities of pressed coal are lying in all coal
yards in the poorer sections of Berlin. Those who are entitled
to purchase it do. not possess the necessary means to provide
for the winter's heating." (From an article of the Vossische
Zeitung of August 6th.)
The German iron market in July was very lively. There
was a stormy demand in fear of further depredation of the
mark. The building industry drew a great many workers from
the iron indt~stry, so that there was a complaint of labor sortage.
In the machine industry the difficulties of providing raw
materials and combustables have increased. The coal provision
is insufficient; there is a scarcity of skilled labor. More foreign
orders came in as the mark fell. The shortage of money has
affected the electro-technical industry for the worse. Small iron,
steel and metal showed very lively business.
Continued prosperity reigns in the textile industry.
Prices reached phantastic figures. Thread has gone up to
300 times the pre-war prices. The catastrophic fall of the mark
has again reduced the competition of foreign textiles on the
German market, which was beginninf to be felt seriously in
the past mo._nths. The bad condition o German currency builds
an unconquerable obstacle.
Same conditions in the wearing apparel industry, where
orders have increased at such a rate that they exceed by far the
production capacity.
Similarly in the leather' industry. A noticeable shortitge
of leather is being felt. The shoe industry especially suffers
from it. The fall of the mark here also has brought renewed
foreign orders on a large scale.
We witness the same picture in all industries,-large
amount of business, lack of raw and half manufactured material,
rapidly rising prices and huge proceeds in paper marks. But
production is not increasing in .spite of this apparent prosperity.
Finally we wish to introduce the figures for foreign trade:

January
february
March
April
May
June

In billion marks
Imports
Exports
12.6
14.4
12.14.5
22.9
21.2
28.3
22.9
32.4
27.1
34.4
30.2

Here too, we see a decline of trade reckoned in gold .marks.
. This presentation of the situation readers a discussion'
of the workers' situation totally useless. All wage agreements
become worthless and unfavorable to labor at the very moment
that they ar made, due to the . rapid fall of the mark. In a
short time the buying power of the wages fall by a large
percentage. The wage raises l~mp slowly after th.e in~n;a~oo
cost of living, and the real earnmgs of the proletanat dimmish
·
from week to week.
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france.
We have already pictured the general economic situation
of France in the introduction. We wish to give here some Iurthr ·
· particulars.
The old contradiction in French economic life,-a very
large accumulation in money form with no corresponding increase of real property, continues in post-war times. A very
interesting study of the Federal Reserve Bulletin for July, shows
that France has accumulated far more capital in post-war than
in pre-war years. T.Le total amount of new state and communal loans, treasury notes, stocks of private enterprises, etc.
is given. The total sum is as follows:
in billion francs
' 27
1919
1920
47
1921
39 since the end of the war.
Total
113

------
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We have before us the figures for the foreign trade of the
first half year. They are as follows:
In million francs
J:~ports
Imports
1921
1922_ _ _ _19-2--ci-· 1922
Food stuffs • . • • 1,135
847
2,439
2,624
1,967
Raw material • . . 2,097
5,401
6,092
5,913
Manufactured articles 6,240
2,855
1,956
597
642
Parcel post . . . .
=------~---..;..
10,069
9,369
10,695 10,672
These figures do not agree with those previously published.
The export figures are calculated from the reports of the Foreign
Trade Commission, published for the first time in 1921. We
see from the figures· that while the imports have not changed,
the exports· have gone down about 7%. The balance of trade is
7;; of a billion francs passive, which is about 12% of the imports.
(The passive balance was 19% in 1913.) The imports and
exports in tons. however, show a considerable increase over last
year's. The statistics are not sufficiently detailed, however, to
enable us to draw any conclusions from these facts.
The most senous economic problem of France, that of
its finances, still remains unsolved. When the American
Government demanded the payment of the interest on its loans,
the French Government sent Parmentier to prove by statistics
that France was totally unable· to meet these obligations. The
negotiations are still going on. We hear that Parmentier may
return to France to obtain new instructions. It is a well-known
fact that the general belief in America is that France should seek
relief for its difficult financial situation in the reduction of her
armaments.
During the period of this report no serious conflicts
between labor and capital took place. ~A whole series of minor ,
strikes may be recorded. Prices and wages seem to have finally
balanced. The struggle is centered about the eight hour day.
It appears most sharply in the merchant marine. We may note
here the joy with which the Temps greeted the betqtyal of the
French marine workers by the International Trade Union
Conference:
"This conference brought forth the sense
of responsibility and the clear understanding
of the situation which characterizes the foreign
delegates, especially Mr. W. Havelock Wilson,
,the representative of the English seamen. This
' sense of responsibility and understanding is
unfortunately. totally lacking among the present
leaders of the French trade unions. The latter
demanded ' an energetic action for the internationalization of the eight hour. day'· Mr.
Wilson answered: 'We have at present 25%
unemployment in our merchant marine. Do
you want us to make this condition even worse
by a reduction of working hours?'"
.

"A gr-oss estimate,-estimating the population of France
at 40 million-gives an average accumulation of 2,831 francs per
head. Since the average yearly income of a frenchman, according to the statistics of the League of Nations (the best there are)
is 3,700 francs, the conclusion must be drawn that every Frenchmen, during the last three years; saved and invested a year's
income."
The study adds that a part of this saving has been greatly
reduced by the subseq_uent depreciation of t\e franc. Some itel!ls
were also counted twice. Nevertheless, we see that the old diS·
crepancy between money accumulation and increase of capital
goods continues. The causes of this could be explained only by
a thorough mvestigation. We believe that llie greater money
accumulation in France results from the remarkably well-organized money institutions, stretching to the smallest villages,
so that even temporarily free money becomes capital.
If we investigate the progress of the French econonuc situa·tion. in the 3 post-war years, we. may nQte great reparation of
the war damages, espec1ally in agriculture. But this improvement is not proportionate to the enormous figure indicating the
·
savings and new investments in money form.
It is especiaUy remarkable that the new capital has been
invested at home. While in 1916, 56% of the investments were
placed in foreign countries, in post-war years these foreign investments do not represent 1 % ofthe accumulated capital.
We can notice no change in the actual situation of French
industry . • Crops have been rather poor. France will have to'
import large quantities of grain to cover the shortage. To reduce
this import which would have. a very bad effect on France's
balance of trade, a law has been passed ordening the whole crop
to be ground.
The situation in the French heavy industry has somewhat
improved thanks to the American coal strike which relieved the
pressure of English coal upon the French market. This is only
Mr. Wilson may be proud of the approval,' not only of
a passing manifestation, which wih disappear in a short time,
after the settlement of the Ametican strike. Production is slowly English, but also of F'rench capitalists.
We come now to the repara"tions, question. The Reparaimproving, but at a far slower pace than is really possible.
We finq the same conditions in the French iron industry. tions Commission has approved a plan to employ German workers
France, at the present time, owns about one third of the European for public works representing an expense of 4.8 billion francs.
supply. But the production of iron, in spite of the conquest of But we know from past experience that the French capitalists
Alsace-Lorraine, is still below that of pre-war years. It has have always been able to sabotage th~ German payments m kind.
increased however, from 312,000 tons in january to 442;000 tons The Actions Committee of the devastated regions has protested
in May, which corresponds to a yearly production of about against the employment of German workers in the centre of
France and their exclusion from the destroyed territory. It
5% million tons. Most iron works and foundries are working
at a loss. They cannot compete with the English and Belg-ian demands that these German workers be employed in that territory.
iron industry. It is significant that one of the greatest Iron On the other hand we hear continual protest from French
and foundry works in France, the Societe Normande de industrials against the German reparations in kind, even for
Meta!lurgie, with a capital of 100 million francs, was compelled reconstruction purposes.
to liquidate its business in July. This company had been formed
" The skilled worker of the ceramic induring the war bv the Schneider enterprise for the exploitation of
dustry will have to seek work in other industries,
the iron of Normandy. This company showed a deficit of
and we may soon witness the ruin of our
37.6 million francs in Its last balance sheet. The liquidation of
ceramic industry, in the North and the East",this enterprise is the more striking because the Schneider-Creuzot
is one of these protests.
Company and the Banque de l'Union Parisienne stood behind it
· This same protest demands ·that before any delivery of
The explanation of this failure is that these works ~y in an ~arations
in kind is made. a definite percentage of the demand
unfavorable part of the country; the tendency of French heavy
be covered by products from the French industry. And
industry is to concentrate in the Eastern section. Naturally, shall
see that the French industrials have actually been able to
the capitalist press of France blames the eight hour day and the we
high French wages for this situation in the coal and iron reduce payments in kind to a minimum.
industries. A campaign is on foot for a reduction of wages and
an increase of working hours.
England.
Th,e situation remains unchanged in the other branches
The economic situation in England has slowly improved;
of industry. There is no unemployment to speak of. In the especiallY. during the past few weeks, thanks to the Americaa
agricultural industry complaints are even heard of a labor coal stnke, this improvement has proceeded at a fairly rapid
shortage.
rate. The general situation, however, remains very baii Un·
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employment is going down so slowly that it can hardly be
noticed. Here are some of the latest figures:
End of May Endof Jun~
Unemployed trade union members . . 16.4%
15.2%
Unemployed among all insured . . . 13.4%
12.7%
These are figures for the individual. industries:~II_d__!l!_J_une

in %
Shipbuilding . .
38.6
Machine building
25.4
Foundries .
29.2
.
Ore mining.
33.4
Coal mining
8.2
Textiles . . .
6.7
4.4
Wool and Silk
· There were 1,455,000 unemployed at the end of june, and
1,328,000 at the beginning of August. The reduction of unemployment is partly due to seasonal summer work. Lloyd George
declared in Parliament that the number of unemployed this
winter was expected to reach the 1,500,000 mark. The situation
is so serious that two special commissions have been appointed
to stu<"" the question, one of them presided o~er by !,.loyd George
himself.
The trade reports of the large English newspaper remain
unchangec_l: imP.rovement, better prospec!s; but they have kept
·on repeatmg th1s, week after week fur over half a year, and no
real improvement is in sight. · It is reco~ized today that no
prolonged betterment of the business condition can be expected
before next spring.
.
·
We go on to the individual industries. The crop in England
is rather poor. These were the August e~timates.
Area in 1000 acres Crop in 1000 quarts
1921
1922
1921
1922
Wheat
1,976
'1,969
8,722
7,880
Barley
1,436
1,362
5,309
5,090
Oats
2,161
10,0:)8
9,290
2,149
5,561
5,492
24,064 22,260
· We see,· therefore, a 10% decrease of the grain crop, and
although agriculture plays no· important part in England, this
-will nevertheless have a bad effect on the general situation.
Coal, as we have mentioned several times already, displays
a much bet.ter state of business. Af~er the great fall in june,
the prOductwn has again reached the May level, and amounted to
about 5 million tons in the last weeks of }uly,-the highest
output in a year. There is little improvement to be noticed in the steel and
iron industries. They are still working at a small fraction of
. their productive power, The unfavorable ~ondition of the market
broke up. the existing price agreement of the Scotch iron works,
and prices went down noticeably in the -free competition. The
situation has somewhat improved recently thanks to American
purchases
We give here the most important figures for the industry.

..

--~-------

Production ·in- -1000
.tons.
-------Iron
Steel
855
639
756
670
218
302
288
328
300
418
549
390
404
394
408
462
369
400
399
473

r----------

1913 Average
1920
"
1921
"
January 1922
February 1922
March 1922
April 1922
May 1922
june 1922
july 1922

The production is greater than in 1921; but it is not ·increasing. The July output is less than that of March.
A somehwat more favorable condition in the textile industry.
Orders from the Far East are increasing; the number of idle
factories and weavers is decreasing.
Livelier business in. the shipping industry thanks to the
Am':rican coal orders. The crisis m the ship-building industry
con tm ues·.
Figures for ship building in 1000 tons:
Quarter ending
June_!O, 192()__30. _6~30. 6. 22
Tonnage actually worked on
3,573
1,619
1,439
Launched tonnage
.
523
334
149
New ships
589
51
39
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En.{tland's foreign trade in millions sterling:
Import Export Excess of
___________ _____i!!!ports
March 1922
87.9
74.7
13.1
April 1922
80.7
64.7
16.0
May 1922
88;8
67.0
21.8
June 1922
84.3
60.9
23.4
July 1922
87.8
60.4
27.4
The English foreign commerce is still in fairly bad straits.
The new investments also give a good view of England's
economiC' situation.
·
First half year
1921
1922
in millions sterling
124.0
167.3
Total
England
69.3
59.3
British Empire
40.5
533
Foreign Countries
14;0
54.8
The above table shows an increase in new investments of
over Ya above the previous year; but what is more important,
this increase went wholly outside of the Empire. England is
regaining her position as the financial centre qt the world.
The reduction of interest rates to 3% has brought back the
money market to a pre-war stand. The English banks do not pay
more than· 1% on deposits. London is agam the cheapest money
market in the world. The interest rates give a good exanmple
of the difference of conditions between the over production
sections and the impoverished countries of Central and Eastern
Europe: 1-3% in England, 200% in Austria.
During july, prices have remained at the same level. All
industries- show no changes of the wholesale prices. The cost
of living, however, bas gone up from SO% above pre-war level in
june, to 84% in july. The situation of the worker grows
worsee. Wages age being reduced. In June, the wages of
1,966,000 workers were lowered £393,200 a week. The miserable
condition of the English worker is shown by the fact that in
June 1,185,427 persons received poverty relief. There are districts
w.here even employed workers have to ask for this relief!
·
The chief economic question is still·that of unemployment.
Putting it differently: where and how can we find buyers for the
products of English labor on the world market? Views on
t!)e matter clash. This came out most clearly on the question
of a tariff on thread-gloves. . The Governmen1 could reach
no dicision, nor could the Coalition Party; and in the, final
decision members of the Government Party and of the Ministry
voted against one another. This is symbolic of the situation.
More important is the difference of opinion in the question of
reparations and inter-allied debts. It is remarkable, for instance, that the Economist, supposedly the organ of English Big
Business, favored the annullment of the inter-allied debts,
irrespective of America's action, and declared the Bal.four Note
a false step, ·in opposition to the view of the Federation. of
British Industrials. There is nothing more characteristic of the
confused and difficult economic situation than that the old m&sier
of world politics and economics, the English bourgeoisie, can
come to no agreement within itself.

United States of America.
As we have already mentoined, the business life of tLc
U.S.A. stood entirely under the influence of the coal and rai!. road strikes. These strikes have put a crimp into American
prosperity. · It is expected, however, that" improvement will
continue as sool). as these strikes are over.#
All-reports f~r the first half of the lear give a favorable
view of business conditions. The report o the Guaranty Trust
Company of New York, writes that the production statistics show
a decided improvement in spite on the confusion caused by the
strike. The production was only 10% below the amount estimat~d
for this year.
Unfortunately no unemployment s'tatistices are published
in the States. It is therefore difficult to obtain an exact view of
the state of the lapor market. A wholly .uRreliable jnquiry of. the
Associated Press reports the -present number of unemployed
at 1,350,000. The Federal Reserve Bulletin's report in .l uly
is even less reliable. Speaking of the June conditions, it says:
,; The labor market shows decided improvement.
Many branches of indu~lry complain of a scarcity of
labor, as for instance the steel and building industries.
There is a growing demand for farm labor. Although
unemployment continues, especially in the coal and textile
industries where labor troubles prevail, the shttist(cs of
the United States Employment Service and the employ-
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The reports o~ J::;nglish papers. o~ AJ?erican industry are
somewnat more. pess1mJshc;-great difficulties have arsien from
the coa~ and. railroad strikes; a number .of smelting furnaces have
been laid still. Eut the number of unfilled and incoming orders
.
of the steel trust increase from month to month.

ment bureaus of various cities show a decided decrease
of uneployment."
We have statistics only for mon,ths futher back. The
United States Employment Service reports that the number of
workers employed in May, (among the 1,428 employers under its
observation), had increased by 3.2% over April. The statistic
of various states and cities show a similar improvement. Reaping
time hils also furnished temporarily some work to the unemployed.
,
We must not forget here the effect of the restriction of
' imigration. The average number of imigrants between 1910 and
1914 was about 750,000. We do not take into account the
emigration. The law which went into effecfon June 3rd, 1921,
fixed the number of imigrants for the fiscal year 1921-22 at
358,CGO. As a matter of fact, only 214,000 immigrants entered
the United States during that period, as compared with 800,000
a year before. There are therefore at the present time 500,000
workers less than usual. As business conditions improve, the
American business man is beginning to express a wish for less
rigid immigration laws. American capital is beginning to feel
this shortage of cheap European labor.
The census of 1910 showed the following proportion of
immigrants in the chief industries:
60%
Bituminous coal
65%
Copper
75%
Building
Meat
60%
60-70%
Textiles
Iron and Steel
50%
Leather
67%
The above quoted report of the Guaranty .Trust Company
already takes the stand for facilitated immigration.
.
We turn to the individual industries. Great improvement
is noticeable in agriculture. The crop estimates in August are
higher than in July. The wheat, oats and barley crops are higher
than last year's, though still below the average of the last decade.
The same holds for the cotton crop. We give some figures
below, (in million bales)
June Estimate July Estimate

1921

1922

The ·textile industry also shows improvement. Its consumption of cotton was:
These figures show a steep drop of the export balance.
We shall come back la~r to the foreign trade between Europe
and the other countries.
The recovery ef American business is also shown in the
State finances, The clost ol the fiscal year shows the following result; 4,109 million dollars income, 3,795 million expenditures, surplus, 3/4 million dollars. This result is the more
significant since a deficit of 25 million dollars had been ex,pected this year. The customs have brought in 80 million dollars
more than expected.
Furthermore, the American public debt amounted to:
23,977 million dollars in June 1921
22,963 million dollars in June 1922
.
The U.S. debt then has been reduced by one billion, or
about 4% during the past year. The reduction took place partly by
amortization provided for in the budget, partly from the balance
of the state finances. If we compare this with the financial
state of Europe, no doubt is left as to the better health of
American busmess. The strongest state of Europe, England,
with half the population of the U.S.A., has a public debt of
about 30 billion dollars. If could maintain the equilibrium of
its budget only by omitting all provisions for amortization.
This favorable condition of America's finances shows that
the great opposition which the Balfour Note roused was not
of a purely financial nature. England owes the States 4 billion
dollars. At five per cent, this represents about 200 million
dollars a year,-which is only 5% of the United States' 4 billion
dollar budget. The United States could therefore remit the English
and the other Allied debts with no great sacrifice. The brusque
rejection of the Balfour proposal had. then, more a political
than a financial lining.
The chief politico-economic problem of the U.S.A. is
the question of its relation to Europe; t~e question of the interAllied debt is only a part of the problem. The endless wrangling
in the Tariff Commission shows that America is not yet unitea
in its attitude towards Europe. The partisans of the antiEuropean policy are conducting a rigorous demagogic campaign.
F ordney, the soonsor of the present Tariff Bill, is holding
speeches all over the country. At his meetings he shows
American and German goods, and quotes their respective prices.
The Frankfurter Zeitung of July 25th reports one of his
speeches as follows:

1922

11.22
12.13
8.66
We gave a lengthy report on the coal situation in the introduction_ According to the latest news the strike has ended.
The developments in the steel and iron industries are
characteristic for the general improvement of business conditions
in the United States. This was the production (in 1000 tons):
Iron
Steel
.
January
1,644
. 1,593
May
2,306
2,711
June
2,361
2,635
July
2,400
The reports-on the situation in the steel and iron industries
-for July are -rather contradictory.
The greatest demands for steel and iron come from the
building, automobile' and railroad industries.
(in million bales)
447
April"
May
496
July
508
Similarly in the wool and silk industries. This improvement shows itself also in the American foreign trade. Here
are some figures since the beginning of this year (in millions
of Dollars):I mpor_t~s_ _E_xp!Jri.s_
217
279
January
216
251
February
258
332
March
April
217
318
May
254
308
260
334
June
July
251
350
The fiscal year in the United States ends in June. We give
below some figures for the foreign trade of the past years
(in millions of tons):
·
Impt>l'ts___E_xpo_r_ts_E_x,_p_or_t_ex_c_e_s_s
1913-14
1,894
2,365
471
14-15
1,674
2,769
1,095
15-16
2,198
4,333
2,135
1()-17
2,6'59
6,290
3,631
17-18
2,946
5,920
2,974'
18-19
3,096
7,232
4,136
19-20
5,238
8,109
2,871
20-21
1,667
6,519
2,852
21-22
1,162
2,608
3,770
--
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" Gentlemen, here you see a pair of Solinger.
scissors which an American testified under oath that
it had cost him 19 cents. These same scissors are
selling in Washington shops for 32.50. Who is making
such profits on these scissors? Why, the importer, of
course. Why should'nt then, part of his profits go to
the treasury of the United States?"

4'

Mr. Fordney also displays a revolver which sells for
90 cents in Germany, and for 15 dollars in the States. There
are many more things /on the bill of this " tariff circus ", things
which every housewife needs, and which cost twenty times as
much in the States as in Germany. Mr. Fordney is of the
opinion that American competition is possible only if these
goods be taxed on their American value.
'
But on the other hand, the Senate has greatly reduced
the tariff on many articles. The tariff question will probably not
be settled until the new Congress meets again in November.
The importance of the European problem to America is
proved by the fact that the American Academy for Economics
and Poitical Science devoted this year's Congress wholly to this
question. The July edition of its Annals contains a great
number of very interesting essays which take up the EuropeanAmerican relations from all possible angles.
The chief question is: Can America exist without Europe?
The mutual relations of the two continents were investigated from
that point of view. In this connection the role of Europe as
America's buyer is very interesting. The importance of Europe
as a market ,for American goods has been steadily decreasing.
Of. America's total export, Europe bought;
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1880

86%

1890
1900
1910
1913

80%
74.6%
65.1%
59.98%
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The imports from Europe is still much below the export.
50% in. pre-war times, it fell to 13.97% during the War,
in 1918. Since then it has been rapidly rising:
1919
1920
1921

19.22%
23.26%
30.50%

With the outbreak of the War, this increased again rapidly:
1914
42.86%
1915
71.21%
1916
69.21%
1917
68.75%
1918
63.04%
1919
65.05%
It fell in the last two years:
1920
54.27%
1921
52.70%

It cannot be told whether America will further isolate
·herself from Europe, or attempt a rapproachement.

(Figures of G.B. Roorbach, head of the research-bureau
in the trade deparhnent of the above magazine.) ' It must; however, be remarked that the absolute value of the exports' to
·Europe have been constantly increasing, except in 1921•.

We shall not treat this time of the industrial situation
in the smaller. countries. In general no change is to be noted
for July. The situation of the Balkan countries has somewhat
improved thanks to the good crop.

The balance of trade between Europe and the United
States tends to reach equilibrium. Imports increase and exports fall.
The answer to the above question as to how far American
prosperity depended upon Europe vary differently, and are often
contradictory.
.
·
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